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November 20, 2008 1 

S.R. 504 2 
 3 

Title:   In Support of Maintaining the Gun Ban at the University of Texas 4 
 5 

WHEREAS,  Texas law does not at present allow any weapons in campus buildings 6 

except in the possession of on-duty law enforcement officials; and,  7 

 8 

WHEREAS,  The possession of a weapon in a Texas educational institution has for 9 

some time been a third-degree felony;
1
 and,  10 

 11 

WHEREAS,  In accord with the comparatively stricter weapons regulations, the per-12 

capita rates of murders and aggravated assault for the University of Texas 13 

at Austin (2000 - July 2008) are significantly lower than for the City of 14 

Austin (2000 - 2007);
2
 and,  15 

 16 

WHEREAS,  The vast majority (93%) of violent crimes against students are committed 17 

off-campus;
3
 and,  18 

 19 

WHEREAS,  The University of Texas Police Department currently employs sixty-four 20 

police officers for public safety, all of whom are both better equipped and 21 

better trained to protect the UT population than private citizens; and, 22 

 23 

WHEREAS, The current regulations have helped establish a safe learning environment 24 

on campus for students; and, 25 

 26 

WHEREAS,  Suicide is a greater problem for college students than other demographics 27 

in the United States: suicide is the second-leading cause of death among 28 

college students (ninth-leading cause of death among the entire U.S. 29 

population);
4
 and,  30 

 31 

WHEREAS, Many studies have shown that academic stress can be directly linked to 32 

suicide in adolescents, especially those students who experience “an 33 

inappropriately high level of stress – of the kind experienced by those with 34 

exceptionally…[high] academic expectations.”
5
; and,  35 

 36 

WHEREAS, A Stanford and Penn State study states that “a link between exam 37 

pressures and a high adolescent suicide rate has been widely observed;”
6
 38 

and, 39 

 40 
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WHEREAS,  Suicides attempted using guns are fatal between 82 and 91% of the time, 41 

more than any other method;
7
 and,  42 

 43 

WHEREAS,  In 2005, greater than half of firearms deaths both in Texas and nation-44 

wide were suicides;
8
 and,  45 

 46 

WHEREAS,  College students participate in high-risk behaviors at greater rates than the 47 

rest of the population
9
: driving under the influence is a problem 48 

emblematic of this tendency; and notably, college students with guns are 49 

more likely than other college students to binge drink;
10

 and, 50 

 51 

WHEREAS,  Proponents of "concealed carry on campus" argue that arming students 52 

and teachers would deter attacks like those at Virginia Tech and Northern 53 

Illinois University; however, both cases (and indeed the majority of recent 54 

school shootings) were murder-suicides, suggesting that deterrence is 55 

unlikely to play a role in prevention;
11

 and,  56 

 57 

WHEREAS,  Mass murders on college campuses are extraordinarily rare; therefore, 58 

lifting the ban of weapons on campus would increase gun-related injuries 59 

and deaths on campus; and, 60 

 61 

WHEREAS, Representative Joe Driver has announced his intention to introduce a bill 62 

this session to permit licensed students to carry handguns in campus 63 

buildings; now, therefore, be it 64 

 65 

RESOLVED,  That the Senate of College Councils calls on elected officials in Texas to 66 

oppose attempts to weaken campus weapons bans; and, be it further 67 

 68 

RESOLVED,  That the Senate of College Councils calls on the Board of Regents of the 69 

University of Texas System to lobby against efforts to weaken campus 70 

weapons bans both at the state level and federally; and, be it further 71 

 72 

RESOLVED,  That a copy of this Resolution will be provided to at least the Board of 73 

Regents of the University of Texas System, the Chief Executive Officer 74 

and Chancellor of the University of Texas System, and the President of the 75 

University of Texas at Austin. 76 

 77 

 78 
Authors: John Woods, Graduate Research Assistant, Institute for Cellular and Molecular 79 
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